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ABSTRACT

Context. A detailed understanding of the physical processes that determine the damping timescales of magneto-acoustic waves is
essential to interpret diagnostic results from the application of solar magneto-seismology.
Aims. The influence of the transition region and the importance of radiative emission, arising from equilibrium and non-equilibrium
ionisation balances, for the damping timescale of the fundamental mode standing acoustic wave is investigated.
Methods. An extensive numerical study, in the framework of the field-aligned hydrodynamic approximation, is carried out of the
damping of the fundamental mode standing wave in a solar coronal loop, for a wide range of loop lengths and apex temperatures.
Results. It was found that the radiative emission arising from a non-equilibrium ionisation balance will always act to reduce the
damping timescale (in comparison to the equilibrium case) and may do so by up to ∼10%. The physics of the transition region is most
crucial in determining the magnitude of the reduction of the damping timescale when a non-equilibrium ionisation balance is properly
accounted for.
Conclusions. The methods of solar magneto-seismology, in particular the tools of coronal seismology, may be used to estimate loop
lengths to a reasonable degree of accuracy, although estimates of the apex temperature are significantly less reliable, and one should
use alternative (e.g. spectroscopic) diagnostics instead.
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1. Introduction

The magnetically complex solar corona supports a zoo of mag-
netohydrodynamic (MHD) waves. These MHD waves were the-
oretically predicted more than a full solar cycle ago, however,
their existence in the solar corona was uniquely observed only
after the launch of high-resolution space missions such as SOHO
(SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory), TRACE (Transition
Region And Coronal Explorer) and Hinode. The presence of a
wide range of MHD waves allows several observationally rele-
vant questions to be addressed. What is the relationship between
the observed energy budget of the waves in comparison to the
energy needed to maintain the observed unique temperature pro-
file from the photosphere into the corona? What is their contri-
bution to the acceleration of the solar wind? What is their role in
carrying convective energy from sub-photospheric regions into
the higher atmosphere? What is their role in the coupling of
the various regions of the Sun? The observed properties of these
waves (e.g. amplitudes, periods and damping timescales) can be
used to deduce values for physical properties of the solar corona,
as suggested by Roberts et al. (1984) in the context of coro-
nal seismology. However, obtaining reliable diagnostic values
requires a detailed understanding of the physical processes gov-
erning the behaviour of the wave modes used in the analysis. The
method of coronal seismology was also applied to the lower so-
lar atmosphere (Erdélyi 2006a,b), and the term solar atmospheric
magnetoseismology was proposed (e.g. Banerjee et al. 2007).
For recent reviews on magnetoseismology of the solar corona
see Nakariakov & Verwichte (2005), Banerjee et al. (2007) and

references therein. In the present work, acoustic (longitudinal
slow-mode) waves will be of primary interest. In particular, the
efficient damping of these waves by radiation processes in both
equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionisation will be considered
in detail.

Direct observations of spatially and temporally resolved
magneto-acoustic waves (MAWs), propagating along coronal
loops, were made available by the EIT instrument on board the
SoHO satellite and have been discussed by Berghmans & Clette
(1999). Propagating MAWs were later identified in TRACE
observations by De Moortel et al. (2000, 2002a–c). Robbrecht
et al. (2001) carried out a multi-instrument study of propagat-
ing MAWs using EIT and TRACE observations. The sources of
these waves were identified by the authors as small-scale bright-
enings at one of the loop foot-points. Perhaps the most likely of
the many possible explanations for the presence of these waves
is the direct leakage of photospheric motions into the corona
along tilted magnetic field lines (De Pontieu et al. 2003a,b, 2004,
and 2005). However, none of these explanations have really ad-
dressed damping of the observed longitudinal MAWs and the po-
tential importance of radiative emission from the plasma itself.

Conversely, oscillations that have been interpreted as stand-
ing MAWs have been observed in significantly hotter (T >
6 MK) coronal loops by the SUMER instrument on board SoHO
(Kliem et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2002, 2003a,b). Recently Taroyan
et al. (2007b) have carried out forward modelling of these par-
ticular SUMER observations and described the observed oscil-
lations, including their spectral signatures, from excitation to
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damping. Although the spectral signatures were recovered with
considerable accuracy, questions remained open regarding an ef-
ficient damping mechanism for the waves observed by SUMER,
despite taking into account the complex radiative properties of
the coronal plasma. The period of a standing MAW in a coro-
nal loop can be expressed in terms of the sound speed and the
loop length (Roberts et al. 1984), and standing and propagating
MAWs can be differentiated from one another by examining the
phase relationship between velocity and the intensity of optically
thin emission lines. The phase difference is 1/4 of a period for
standing waves and zero for propagating waves. The SUMER
data show clearly that the phase speeds derived from the ob-
served periods and loop lengths are in good agreement with the
sound speed, and that the intensity fluctuations lag the Doppler
shifts by 1/4 of a period.

The physical mechanism by which standing MAWs can be
excited in coronal loops is not as clear as in the propagat-
ing case, due to a lack of observational clues. Numerical mod-
els have demonstrated the ready excitation of the second har-
monic of a standing acoustic wave by impulsive coronal heating
(Bradshaw & Mason 2003b; Bradshaw et al. 2004; Nakariakov
et al. 2004; Tsiklauri et al. 2004), however, the waves ob-
served by SUMER have periods corresponding to the funda-
mental mode. Taroyan et al. (2007a) has proposed a novel di-
agnostic tool how to identify the various harmonics through
Doppler-shift studies of power spectra of oscillations in ran-
domly (or otherwise) heated coronal loops. Through a model
of spatio-temporal random energy releases concentrated near
the footpoints of a coronal loop, proposed by Mendoza-Briceño
et al. (2002, 2005), Mendoza-Briceño & Erdélyi (2006) studied
the oscillatory response of coronal loops to random energy in-
jections. Both standing and propagating longitudinal (i.e. acous-
tic) waves were found in the simulations. In particular, peri-
odic features, such as wave packets, with periods of 150−220 s,
500−600 s and 800−1000 s were found. It was also shown that
the periods increase with the loop length and decrease with the
scale-length of the heating pulses.

Wang et al. (2003a, 2005) have also suggested that the fun-
damental mode standing acoustic wave could be excited by the
injection of hot plasma at a loop transition region or chromo-
spheric foot-point, driven by the reconnection of the existing
magnetic field with emerging flux. Taroyan et al. (2005) pro-
vided numerical confirmation of this idea by showing that the
fundamental mode standing acoustic wave can indeed be ex-
cited in a coronal loop by impulsive heating at a chromospheric
foot-point, provided the duration of the pulse matches the period
of the fundamental mode. More details on advances in forward
modelling can be found in Taroyan et al. (2007b) using SUMER
observations and in Taroyan & Bradshaw (2008) using Hinode
EIS imaging and spectroscopic responses.

The damping of magneto-acoustic waves has also attracted
a large amount of attention in recent years, since the damp-
ing timescale can reveal the dominant physical processes that
control the energy balance of the coronal loops in which the
waves are observed. The effect of thermal conduction on wave
damping was investigated by Porter et al. (1994), Nakariakov
et al. (2000), Ofman & Wang (2002), De Moortel et al. (2002c)
and Mendoza-Briceño et al. (2004). The influence of compres-
sive viscosity was studied by Porter et al. (1994), Nakariakov
et al. (2000), Ofman et al. (2000) and Ofman & Wang (2002).
Nakariakov et al. (2000) and Mendoza-Briceño et al. (2004) also
included gravitational stratification, and McEwan et al. (2006)
examined thermal stratification. In general, thermal conduction
was found to be the dominant damping mechanism, although it

was also found that the occurence of steeper velocity gradients
under the influence of gravity could enhance the damping due to
compressive viscosity, particularly in the hotter loops observed
by SUMER (Mendoza-Briceño et al. 2004).

Radiation has been overlooked as a damping mechanism,
largely because the coronal radiative energy losses are indeed
small when compared with thermal conduction for the cases con-
sidered in previous works. However, when one considers the in-
fluence of a self-consistent transition region in the models, the
roles of the various physical processes in the energy balance be-
come less clear (Mendoza-Briceño et al. 2004). The transition
region is considerably denser than the corona and also contains
some of the most strongly emitting ions. Therefore, since the ra-
diative energy loss is proportional to n2

e (where ne is the electron
number density), one might expect a significant amount of the
wave’s energy to be lost from the transition region as it is trans-
ported to/from the corona during the lifetime of the wave (e.g.
before its amplitude is damped by a factor of 1/e). Furthermore,
previous work has shown that the radiative emission curve can
be strongly modified in the presence of a non-equilibrium ioni-
sation balance (Spadaro et al. 1990; Hansteen 1993; Sarro et al.
1999; Teriaca et al. 1999; Bradshaw & Mason 2003a,b; Müller
et al. 2003; Bradshaw et al. 2004; Müller et al. 2004). Hence,
the purpose of the current work is to consider the influence of
the transition region and the effect on the damping timescale of
a standing acoustic wave due to the radiative energy losses that
arise from equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionisation balances.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 the numerical
model is described; the results are presented and discussed in
Sect. 3; and a summary of the work, the conclusions reached
and ideas for future studies are given in Sect. 4.

2. Numerical model

The damping of a standing acoustic wave is studied by super-
imposing the velocity profile of the fundamental mode on an
initially hydrostatic coronal loop in a one-dimensional geometry
(Fig. 1, upper panel) and following the subsequent thermody-
namic evolution of the plasma in time (t). The hydrostatic initial
conditions describe a loop structured with a cool, dense chromo-
sphere at each foot-point, self-consistent chromosphere-corona
transition regions, and an overlying hot, tenuous corona. The
spatial profile of the velocity wave is given by

v = v0 sin
kπs

L
, (1)

where k is the mode number (k = 1 for the fundamental mode),
s is the spatial coordinate along the magnetic field and L is the
total length (foot-point to foot-point) of the loop (Fig. 1, lower
panel). The hydrodynamic equations describing the thermody-
namic evolution of the plasma are given by

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂

∂s
(ρv) = 0, (2)

∂

∂t
(ρv) +

∂

∂s

(

ρv2
)

= − ∂
∂s

(Pe + Pi) − ρg||, (3)

∂Ee

∂t
+
∂

∂s
[(Ee + Pe) v] = −∂Fce

∂s
+ v
∂Pe

∂s
(4)

+
kBn

γ − 1
νie (Ti − Te) + EH − ER,
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: number density (solid line) and temperature (triple-
dash dot line) profiles for a hydrostatic loop of length L = 8 × 109 cm
and apex temperature Ta = 4.0 MK, with a uniform volumetric heat-
ing rate of EH = 4.9 × 10−3 erg cm−3 s−1 required to maintain equi-
librium. Lower panel: standing fundamental mode acoustic wave, with
v0 = 107 cm s−1.

and

∂Ei

∂t
+
∂

∂s
[(Ei + Pi) v] = −

∂Fci

∂s
− v∂Pe

∂s
(5)

+
kBn

γ − 1
νie (Te − Ti) + ρvg||.

The plasma is considered to be composed of electrons and ions
(mostly protons in the form of ionised hydrogen). In these equa-
tions a subscript e (i) denotes a property of the electron (ion)
fluid. ρ, n and T are the mass density, number density and tem-
perature, respectively. The closure conditions for Eqs. (2) to (5)
give the energy densities,

Ee =
Pe

γ − 1
, Ei =

Pi

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2 (6)

(the electron kinetic energy is a factor me/mi of the ion kinetic
energy and is thus neglected) and pressures,

Pe = kBnTe, Pi = kBnTi. (7)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (4) and (5) rep-
resents the thermally conducted flux carried by each particle
species. The Spitzer coefficient for the electron thermal conduc-
tion is κ0e = 7.8 × 10−7 erg cm−1 s−1 K−7/2 and it is assumed that
protons dominate the ion thermal conduction, giving κ0i = 3.2 ×
10−8 erg cm−1 s−1 K−7/2. The second term on the right-hand side
of Eqs. (4) and (5), the flux of the electron pressure, Pe, repre-
sents the work done by/on the particles due to the weak electric

fields that arise from quasi-neutral conditions. The third term
represents thermal equilibration between the particle species via
collisions. The Coulomb collision frequency is given by

νie =
16
√
π

3

e4

memi

(

2kBTe

me

)− 3
2

n (lnΛ) , (8)

where lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm. Gravitational effects,
where g|| is the component of gravity parallel to the magnetic
field, have been included for the ion fluid and neglected for the
electron fluid. EH is the volumetric heating rate and its value
in the current work is exactly that required to maintain the ini-
tial atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. ER is the volumet-
ric rate of energy loss due to optically-thin radiative emission,
which includes contributions from the emission lines of the most
abundant elements found in the solar atmosphere and thermal
bremsstrahlung. In the current work the radiative energy losses
are calculated for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium ioni-
sation balances in order to determine the relative importance
of non-equilibrium radiative effects in the damping of standing
acoustic waves. The ionisation balance (the relative abundance
of the ions of a particular element) is given by

∂Yi

∂t
+
∂

∂s
(Yiv) = n (Ii−1Yi−1 + RiYi+1 − IiYi − Ri−1Yi) , (9)

where Y denotes the element (e.g. H, He, C, etc.) and i the ioni-
sation stage. For example, Yi=1 denotes neutral Y (or Y I in spec-
troscopic notation) and Yi=2 denotes the first ionisation stage of
Y (Y II), etc. Values of Yi=1 = 0.25 and Yi=2 = 0.75, for example,
would show that 25% of element Y is present in the form of neu-
tral Y and 75% is present in the form of singly-ionised Y. I and
R are temperature dependent ionisation and recombination rates,
respectively. The rates of Mazzotta et al. (1998) are used here.
In equilibrium the time-dependent and velocity-dependent terms
of Eq. (9) are neglected and the ionisation balance is a function
of temperature only. Away from equilibrium, the ionisation bal-
ance exhibits a complicated dependence upon the local rate of
ionisation/recombination and the transport of ions into/out of the
emitting volume. The emissivity for a single element of atomic
number Z is given by

ΛY = 0.83 × Ab(Y) ×
Z+1
∑

i=1

Yi × ǫi, (10)

where 0.83 is the proton:electron ratio, Ab(Y) is the abundance
of element Y relative to hydrogen and ǫi is the emissivity of ion-
isation stage i. The summation is over all ionisation stages (neu-
tral to fully ionised). The ion emissivities used here are obtained
from the Chianti database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2006).

Finally, the volumetric rate of energy loss due to optically-
thin radiative emission in Eq. (4) is given by

ER = ERB + n2
∑

Y

ΛY , (11)

where ERB is thermal bremsstrahlung and the summation is over
all of the elements with emission lines that make a significant
contribution to the radiative energy loss. The fifteen most abun-
dant elements in the set determined by Feldman (1992) are in-
cluded in the radiation calculation (H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg,
Al, Si, S, Ar, Ca, Fe and Ni). Thus, as one can see, the non-
equilibrium ionisation balance is coupled via Eqs. (9)−(11) to
the hydrodynamic equation for the electron energy, Eq. (4).

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361:20079128&pdf_id=1
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Table 1. The uniform heating rates for the hydrostatic initial conditions.

0.5 (MK) 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

2 × 109 cm 7.90 × 10−5 (erg cm−3 s−1) 1.10 × 10−3 1.08 × 10−2 ... ...

4 × 109 1.50 × 10−5 2.20 × 10−4 2.30 × 10−3 ... ...

8 × 109 3.00 × 10−6 5.50 × 10−5 5.20 × 10−4 4.90 × 10−3 8.40 × 10−2

16 × 109 5.00 × 10−7 9.00 × 10−6 1.10 × 10−4 1.10 × 10−3 1.60 × 10−2

Table 1 shows the uniform heating rate (EH) required to
maintain equilibrium for each of the hydrostatic initial condi-
tions, characterised by the loop length (L) and the apex temper-
ature (Ta), that were used in the current work. The fundamen-
tal mode of a standing acoustic wave, with a maximum velocity
amplitude v0 = 107 cm s−1, was superimposed on each of these
initial conditions. The numerical code HYDRAD was then used
to solve the coupled system of partial differential equations rep-
resented by Eqs. (2) to (7) and Eq. (9) to find the damping
timescales of the fundamental mode for each set of initial con-
ditions, both for equilibrium and non-equilibrium treatments of
the ionisation balance and the associated radiative energy losses.
Thus, a total of 32 numerical experiments were carried out. For
details of the HYDRAD code and recent published results see:
Bradshaw & Mason (2003b); Bradshaw et al. (2004); Bradshaw
& Cargill (2006); Taroyan et al. (2007a); Taroyan et al. (2007b);
and Taroyan & Bradshaw (2008).

The missing values in Table 1 indicate the region of the pa-
rameter space in which it was not feasible to carry out the numer-
ical experiments due to computational constraints; these arose
due to the small time steps associated with the electron thermal
conduction term of Eq. (4) that were required to maintain numer-
ical stability in short, hot loops. The numerical experiments for
which the ionisation balance was treated in equilibrium in this
region of the parameter space could be carried out fairly quickly,
however, the run-times required by the experiments using the
non-equilibrium treatment (a vastly more demanding problem)
were considered impractical. In an effort to reduce the computa-
tional time for the Ta = 4.0 MK and Ta = 8.0 MK experiments,
only the most abundant elements (H, He, C, O and Fe) were
included in the non-equilibrium ionisation balance and radia-
tive energy loss calculations. The remaining ten elements were
treated in equilibrium. All fifteen elements were included in the
non-equilibrium ionisation balance and radiative energy loss cal-
culations for the Ta < 4.0 MK experiments.

Since the influence of the transition region on the damping
timescales is of considerable interest in the current work it is
necessary to ensure that adequate resolution is achieved. The
vast range of spatial scales that exist in the solar atmosphere can
make this a significant difficulty for numerical work. To solve
this problem HYDRAD employs an adaptive grid, which has
proven extremely effective at resolving the smallest scale fea-
tures and tracking them as they propagate. In the current work
the smallest grid cell is 104 cm (100 m).

3. Discussion of results

Figure 2 shows the profile of the absolute, normalised average
velocity, |v̄/v̄0|, during the decay of a fundamental mode standing
wave. The plotted example is for Ta = 0.5 MK, 2 × 109 ≤ L ≤
16 × 109 cm and an equilibrium ionisation balance. The average
velocity is defined by

v̄ =
1

L

∫ L

0

vds (12)

Fig. 2. The absolute, normalised average velocity, |v̄/v̄0|, during the de-
cay phase of the fundamental mode standing wave, for Ta = 0.5 MK,
2 × 109 ≤ L ≤ 16 × 109 cm and an equilibrium ionisation balance.

Fig. 3. Exponentially decaying curve fits to the peaks in |v̄/v̄0 |, along
loops with 2 × 109 ≤ L ≤ 16 × 109 cm, during the decay phase
of the fundamental mode standing wave. The curve fits correspond to
the mode decay for an equilibrium (+ symbol, solid line) and a non-
equilibrium (* symbol, triple-dash dot line) ionisation balance. The
apex temperature, Ta, of the initial hydrostatic equilibrium is 0.5 MK.

and v̄0 is the average velocity at t = 0 s. v̄0 ≈ 6.4 × 106 cm s−1

for the velocity profile given in the lower panel of Fig. 1.
Equation (12) was considered to provide a more suitable mea-
sure of the decay of the wave than choosing, for example, to plot
the velocity at the apex of the loop as a function of time, because
it characterises the decay of the wave along the entire length of
the loop.

Figures 3 to 7 show the locations of the peaks in |v̄/v̄0| as the
standing mode decays during each of the numerical experiments
carried out in the present study. For example, the locations of the
peaks in Fig. 2 are marked by the+ symbols in the corresponding

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361:20079128&pdf_id=2
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Table 2. Damping timescales of the fundamental mode standing wave for an equilibrium ionisation balance. The associated percentage errors are
quoted in brackets.

0.5 (MK) 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

2 × 109 cm 321(8%) s 169(16%) 158(15%) ... ...

4 × 109 753(11%) 592(6%) 441(4%) ... ...

8 × 109 1071(4%) 1053(4%) 926(4%) 847(12%) 570(10%)

16 × 109 1424(0%) 1616(1%) 1593(2%) 1438(14%) 1161(10%)

Table 3. Damping timescales of the fundamental mode standing wave for a non-equilibrium ionisation balance. The associated percentage errors
are quoted in brackets.

0.5 (MK) 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

2 × 109 cm 319(10%) s 153(18%) 147(12%) ... ...

4 × 109 665(8%) 540(5%) 423(5%) ... ...

8 × 109 966(5%) 968(4%) 866(3%) 792(13%) 556(9%)

16 × 109 1395(0%) 1499(3%) 1534(1%) 1414(13%) 1116(12%)

Fig. 4. As Fig. 3 for Ta = 1.0 MK.

Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 for Ta = 2.0 MK.

plots in Fig. 3. Figures 3 to 7 also show exponential curve fits to
the locations of the peaks. The curve fits have the form
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

v̄

v̄0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= exp

(

− t

τ

)

, (13)

from which the damping timescales, τ, can be estimated. These
are given in Tables 2 and 3, which show the damping timescales
of the fundamental mode standing wave in a loop of length (L)
and apex temperature (Ta) for equilibrium and non-equilibrium
ionisation balances. The nature of the damping is not exactly

Fig. 6. As Fig. 3 for 8 × 109 ≤ L ≤ 16 × 109 cm and Ta = 4.0 MK.

Fig. 7. As Fig. 3 for 8 × 109 ≤ L ≤ 16 × 109 cm and Ta = 8.0 MK.

exponential; the wave decays initially somewhat more rapidly
than at later times and so the given damping timescales may be
regarded as averages over the decay phase. The percentage er-
rors associated with the damping timescales give the root-mean-
square deviation of the quoted value from the damping timescale
at any particular time during the decay phase. Thus, the errors
are correlated in the sense that whenever the average damping
timescale is an underestimate (overestimate) during a numerical
experiment for an equilibrium ionisation balances then it is an
underestimate (overestimate) in the corresponding experiment
for a non-equilibrium ionisation balance.

Though such a simple description as an exponential decay
would, of course, not be expected for such a complex process
in which several physical mechanisms operate, it is an ade-
quate characterisation to provide an intuitive indication of the
relative magnitude of the radiative contribution to the damp-
ing timescale, for equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionisation
balances.

As expected, the shorter or hotter the loop the smaller the
damping timescale of the fundamental mode standing wave and
it is also clear that radiation due to a non-equilibrium ioni-
sation balance leads to consistently smaller estimates for the
damping timescale in comparison with the corresponding equi-
librium case. The percentage differences between the damp-
ing timescales for the equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases in
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Table 4. The percentage difference between the damping timescales in
Tables 2 and 3.

0.5 (MK) 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0

2 × 109 cm 0.6% 9.5% 7.0% ... ...

4 × 109 11.7% 8.8% 4.1% ... ...

8 × 109 9.8% 8.0% 6.5% 6.5% 2.5%

16 × 109 2.0% 7.2% 3.7% 1.7% 3.9%

Tables 2 and 3 are given in Table 4, which shows that the damp-
ing timescale can be reduced by up to ∼10%. There is no clear
tendency to indicate exactly how significant the effect of a non-
equilibrium ionisation balance on the damping timescale will be
for a loop of given length, although it is generally the case that
the magnitude of the effect is reduced for hotter loops. The den-
sities in high temperature, near-hydrostatic loops are greater than
in cooler, near-hydrostatic loops, thus collisional timescales are
reduced and the ionisation balance will be closer to equilibrium.

One might be tempted to generalise and suggest that the
ionisation balance is likely to be close to equilibrium in all
loops with densities above a certain threshold. However, to do
so would be to miss several extremely important and more sub-
tle aspects of the behaviour of the ionisation balance. In the
present work the ionisation balance is driven away from equi-
librium by the interaction between the bulk flow and the tem-
perature gradient, and it is driven towards equilibrium by ioni-
sation/recombination at a rate dependent upon the density. The
ionisation balance will be driven further from equilibrium by
stronger flows and steeper temperature gradients, and closer to
equilibrium by higher densities. Understanding the interplay be-
tween these processes is crucially important to understanding the
behaviour of the ionisation balance and determining its effect
upon the damping timescale.

Figures 6 and 7 show that the damping timescales for the
loops with 4.0 ≤ Ta ≤ 8.0 MK are very similar for each corre-
sponding equilibrium and non-equilibrium case, and so the ion-
isation balance must always remain close to equilibrium. The
loops in these two figures are hot and dense, but also relatively
long (8 × 109 ≤ L ≤ 16 × 109 cm) and so the temperature gra-
dient is comparatively shallow relative to the bulk flow velocity.
A significantly stronger bulk flow would be required to transport
ions across the temperature gradient before they could equili-
brate with their surroundings, and drive the ionisation balance
sufficiently far from equilibrium that it may have an effect upon
the damping timescale. One might expect that the ionisation bal-
ance in loops with 4.0 ≤ Ta ≤ 8.0 MK and L < 8 × 109 cm
would be driven further from equilibrium than in the cases with
L ≥ 8 × 109 cm, due to the steeper temperature gradients that
would be present in the hydrostatic initial conditions. However,
a steeper temperature gradient implies an enhanced heat flux
from the corona and in order to drive the necessary heat flux
it follows that the radiative energy loss from the transition re-
gion must increase. Since R ∝ n2 the density must also increase
and the ionisation balance may then be driven towards equilib-
rium. The density may also be increased due to chromospheric
evaporation driven by the heat flux. It is worth bearing in mind
that the non-equilibrium ionisation balance was calculated for a
reduced set of elements in these cases in order to speed up the
calculations and the effect of a non-equilibrium ionisation bal-
ance may consequently be somewhat underestimated. However,
the chosen elements are the most abundant and radiate the most
strongly, and the addition of elements to the non-equilibrium

ionisation balance calculations is not expected to alter these
results significantly.

Figures 3 to 5 show some evidence for the effect of the in-
terplay between the processes described above on the ionisation
balance and the effect on the damping timescale. Consider Fig. 3
in which the temperature gradient is relatively shallow for all L
since Ta = 0.5 MK. The decay profiles for the equilibrium and
non-equilibrium ionisation balances are almost identical for the
L = 2 × 109 cm case, despite the shift in the locations of the
peaks (the + and * symbols are not temporally coincident). This
suggests that the effect of the temporal offset of the peaks in the
non-equilibrium case coupled with the slightly smaller ampli-
tude of each peak compared with the corresponding peak in the
equilibrium case cancel, resulting in the same damping timescale
for each case. The decay profiles differ between the equilibrium
and non-equilibrium cases for the loops with L = 4 × 109 and
L = 8 × 109 cm, with the damping timescales reduced in the
non-equilibrium cases. Due to the low densities in these cases,
the collisional timescales are not small enough for the ionisation
balance to equilibrate as ions are transported across the temper-
ature gradient, even though it is relatively shallow. The decay
curve is only fitted to two peaks for the loop with L = 16 ×
109 cm (at t = 0 and t ≈ 1760 s), though it is evident that the
second peaks are more or less temporally coincident with very
similar values for the relative velocities. This suggests that al-
though the densities are the lowest encountered in any of the
numerical experiments, the temperature gradient is sufficiently
shallow that there is time for the ionisation balance to be colli-
sionally equilibrated as ions are transported by the bulk flow.

The decay profiles of the Ta = 1.0 MK loops in
Fig. 4 all exhibit differences between the equilibrium and non-
equilibrium cases, with the damping timescales reduced in the
non-equilibrium cases. Despite the higher densities and smaller
collisional equilibration timescales in these hotter loops, com-
pared with the corresponding Ta = 0.5 MK loops in Fig. 3,
the non-equilibrium nature of the ionisation balances suggests
a significant sensitivity to the temperature gradients, which are
steeper in Fig. 4 than in Fig. 3. The temperature gradients of the
Ta = 2.0 MK loops in Fig. 5 are steeper than in the previous
two figures, but their densities are also greater and collisional
equilibration is better able to mitigate the sensitivity of the ion-
isation balance to the temperature gradient. The Ta = 4.0 and
Ta = 8.0 MK loops in Figs. 6 and 7 continue this trend, as al-
ready discussed.

Overall, these results indicate the existence of regimes, de-
pendent upon the densities and the strength of the bulk flow rel-
ative to the temperature gradient, within which the ionisation
balance may have a significant effect in reducing the damping
timescale of the fundamental mode standing wave. However,
this may not be the full picture since one must also consider
the atomic properties of the particular population of emitting
ions. For example, as discussed, one might expect the ioni-
sation balance to be closest to equilibrium in the hottest and
most dense loops, but it is also true that the ionisation poten-
tials for the correspondingly more highly charged population
of ions are greater, which makes them more difficult to ionise
as they are transported across a steep, positive temperature gra-
dient and drives the ionisation balance away from equilibrium.
Furthermore, highly charged ions generally radiate more weakly
than lower charge states and a non-equilibrium population of
ions, formed at a lower temperature than the local temperature of
the plasma, would tend to radiate more strongly under these con-
ditions, thus increasing the rate of energy loss from the loop and
reducing the damping timescales accordingly. Therefore, when
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Fig. 8. The non-equilibrium ionisation balance (solid line) of He, C, O
and Fe for the case L = 8 × 109 cm and Ta = 0.5 MK at t = τ (966 s in
Table 3). The equilibrium ionisaton balance (dotted line) is plotted for
comparison.

Fig. 9. As Fig. 8 for L = 8 × 109 cm and Ta = 1.0 MK at t = 968 s.

Fig. 10. As Fig. 8 for L = 8 × 109 cm and Ta = 2.0 MK at t = 866 s.

one considers the effects of a non-equilibrium ionisation balance
one must appreciate the interaction between the physical and dy-
namical properties of the plasma and the atomic properties of the
ion population. This adds a substantial layer of complexity to the
problem.

Figures 8 to 12 show the ionisation balances of the ele-
ments He, C, O and a selection of Fe ions (these are among the
most strongly radiating elements in the solar atmosphere) in the

Fig. 11. As Fig. 8 for L = 8 × 109 cm and Ta = 4.0 MK at t = 792 s.

Fig. 12. As Fig. 8 for L = 8 × 109 cm and Ta = 8.0 MK at t = 556 s.

left-hand leg of the loop (s < L/2) for the cases L = 8 × 109 cm
and 0.5 ≤ Ta ≤ 8.0 MK. The non-equilibrium ionisation balance
is taken at t = τ, when the amplitude of the fundamental mode
standing wave has decayed by a factor 1/e, and plotted with the
corresponding equilibrium ionisation balances for comparison.
In Figs. 8 and 9 it is clear that the ionisation balances have es-
sentially shifted to higher temperatures (via transport across the
temperature gradient) and, as mentioned above, ions will gener-
ally radiate more strongly at temperatures that are higher than
their equilibrium formation temperatures. Thus, shifting the ion-
isation balances to higher temperatures will result in a greater
rate of energy loss from the loop and hence more efficient damp-
ing, as observed from the numerical experiments. Generally, the
ionisation balances oscillate between higher and lower tempera-
tures as the wave decays (the velocity amplitude changes sign
and ions are transported in the opposite direction), as can be
seen in Figs. 10 and 11 where the ionisation balance has shifted
to lower temperatures. When the ions are transported to higher
temperatures they encounter lower densities and so their non-
equilibrium states persist. Conversely, when the ions are trans-
ported to lower temperatures they encounter higher densities
and equilibrate more rapidly. The effect on the non-equilibrium
ionisation balance is a larger population of lower charge states
than would be found in equilibrium and, since lower charge
states generally radiate more strongly than higher charge states,
correspondingly greater radiative losses and reduced damping
timescales in the non-equilibrium cases. The ionisation balances
are very close to equilibrium in Fig. 12.

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361:20079128&pdf_id=8
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Table 5. Values of α calculated from the damping timescales in Tables 2
and 3.

T (MK) Equilibrium Non-equilibrium

0.5 0.7 (R2 = 0.9282) 0.7 (R2 = 0.9664)

1.0 1.06 (R2 = 0.9361) 1.07 (R2 = 0.9376)

2.0 1.11 (R2 = 0.9804) 1.11 (R2 = 0.9802)

Table 6. Values of β calculated from the damping timescales in Tables 2
and 3.

L (cm) Equilibrium Non-equilibrium

2 × 109 –0.51 (R2 = 0.8205) –0.56 (R2 = 0.7886)

4 × 109 –0.39 (R2 = 0.9966) –0.33 (R2 = 0.9979)

8 × 109 –0.21 (R2 = 0.8317) –0.19 (R2 = 0.8145)

16 × 109 –0.08 (R2 = 0.3940) –0.07 (R2 = 0.3239)

A common feature of the ionisation balances in all of Figs. 8
to 12 is that the populations of ions formed at lower (transition
region) temperatures exhibit far stronger departures from equi-
librium with the thermal properties of the plasma, despite the
fact that the strongest flows are found at higher (coronal) tem-
peratures (since the anti-node of the fundamental mode standing
wave is located at the loop apex). This emphasises the sensitivity
of the ionisation balance to the transition region temperature gra-
dient and shows that it is the physics of the transition region that
is responsible for the reduced damping timescales when non-
equilibrium processes on the ionisation balance are properly ac-
counted for. Therefore, as also shown by Bradshaw & Cargill
(2005), the transition region can be very important in govern-
ing the dynamical behaviour of the entire loop. The populations
of the more highly charged ions found at coronal temperatures
remain closer to equilibrium due to the much shallower temper-
ature gradients. Clearly, the non-equilibrium ionisation balances
induced by the decay of the fundamental mode standing wave
will affect the properties of the transition region emission lines
that may be used for spectroscopic diagnostic purposes, but the
results discussed here also show that diagnostics with coronal
emission lines should be reliable for use in coronal seismology
applications.

As an example, consider a set of observations of the decay
of a fundamental mode standing wave in a coronal loop from
which spectroscopically derived measurements of Ta (from line
ratios) and v (from Doppler shifts) can be obtained. The damping
timescale, τ, can be calculated from the Doppler shifts. These
results can then be used to determine L, a traditionally diffi-
cult measurement to make due to projection and line-of-sight
effects. The question to be addressed is what effect does the non-
equilibrium ionisation balance that may be induced in the tran-
sition region have on the reliability of the measurement of L?

If it is assumed that the damping timescale varies as some
power of the length or temperature of the loop, e.g. τ ∝ Lα or
τ ∝ T β, then the values of the power-law indices α and β can be
estimated for constant length or temperature from the damping
timescales in Tables 2 and 3.

Tables 5 and 6 show the values of α and β calculated using
a least-squares fit, and the corresponding coefficient of deter-
mination (R2), for constant values of Ta and L. Table 5 shows
that the dependence of the damping timescale on L is approxi-
mately linear for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionisa-
tion balances. Table 6 shows that the damping timescale exhibits
a gradually weakening dependence on Ta with increasing L. The
power-law fits for L = 16 × 109 cm are relatively poor due to

the lack of peak locations in Figs. 3 to 7 from which to calculate
the decay timescales. For example, in Fig. 3 there are only two
peaks in the profile of |v̄| for L = 16 × 109 cm; one at t = 0 and
another at t ≈ 1760 s. However, the general trend is indicative
and shows that for the longest loops the damping timescale of
the fundamental mode standing wave is only weakly dependent
upon Ta.

The values of α for the equilibrium and non-equilibrium
cases in Table 5 are essentially identical, with values of R2 very
close to 1.0. Therefore, given the values of Ta (as obtained from
line ratios) to select an appropriate value of α and τ (as obtained
from Doppler shifts), one may determine L and be confident
that a non-equilibrium ionisation balance induced in the tran-
sition region should not have a significant effect on the result.
Conversely, Table 6 shows that Ta could be obtained from mea-
surements of L with considerably less accuracy for shorter loops
and not at all for longer loops.

4. Summary, conclusions and future work

A detailed understanding of the physical processes that deter-
mine the damping timescales of MAWs is essential to the inter-
pretation of diagnostic results obtained from the application of
magneto-seismology. An extensive numerical study of the damp-
ing of the fundamental mode standing wave in a solar coronal
loop, for a wide range of loop lengths and apex temperatures,
has been carried out in order to assess the influence of the tran-
sition region and the importance of radiative energy losses, aris-
ing from equilibrium and non-equilibrium ionisation balances,
on the damping timescale.

It has been found that the radiative emission arising from a
non-equilibrium ionisation balance will always act to reduce the
damping timescale (in comparison to the equilibrium case) and
may do so by up to ∼10%. Mendoza-Briceño et al. (2004) found
a similar order of reduction in the damping timescale when they
included gravitational stratification. A non-equilibrium ionisa-
tion balance acts to reduce the damping timescale due to a bias
towards the existence of lower charge states, which gives rise to
greater radiative energy losses because lower charge states tend
to radiate more strongly than higher charge states.

The population of ions formed at transition region temper-
atures exhibit the strongest departures from equilibrium, which
emphasises the sensitivity of the ionisation balance to the tran-
sition region temperature gradient and shows that the physics
of the transition region is most crucial in determining the mag-
nitude of the reduction of the damping timescale when a non-
equilibrium ionisation balance is properly accounted for.

Overall, these results indicate the existence of regimes, de-
pendent upon a coupling between the density, the strength of
the bulk flow relative to the temperature gradient and the atomic
properties of the emitting ions, within which the ionisation bal-
ance may have a significant (of order 10%) effect in reducing the
damping timescale of the fundamental mode standing wave.

The ionisation balance induced in the transition region by
the decay of the fundamental mode standing wave may also af-
fect the properties of the emission lines used for spectroscopic
diagnostics. However, due to the shallower temperature gradi-
ents, diagnostics with coronal emission lines should be reliable.

Finally, as an application of coronal seismology, it has been
found that given a reliable determination of the apex temperature
and the damping timescale using spectroscopic diagnostic meth-
ods, one may estimate the loop length to a reasonable degree of
accuracy and be confident that a non-equilibrium ionisation bal-
ance in the transition region should not introduce any significant
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ambiguity to the result. Conversely, it has been shown that one
should not attempt to estimate the apex temperature from mea-
surements of the loop length and the damping timescale.

There are a number of avenues along which the current work
might profitably be extended. A regime of substantially stronger
bulk flows would provide more strongly non-equilibrium ionisa-
tion balances and may affect the conclusion regarding the reli-
ability of a determination of the loop length, L, from Ta and τ.
However, in the lower temperature and lower density range of
the parameter space, the chosen maximum bulk flow velocity of
107 cm s−1 has a relatively large Mach number, and so this ef-
fect has been accounted for to some extent. However, it would
be interesting to study a regime of constant Mach number with
varying L and Ta. At the higher densities implied by higher tem-
peratures, one may expect the correspondingly greater rates of
ionisation and recombination to drive the ionisation balance to-
wards equilibrium, although, as discussed in the text, the atomic
properties of the ions may also have an important effect.

One important extension of the present investigation would
be the self-consistent generation of a fundamental mode stand-
ing wave (as in Taroyan et al. 2005) rather than imposing a fun-
damental mode velocity profile on a hydrostatic solution, and
following its subsequent decay.

As shown by De Moortel & Bradshaw (2008), the physi-
cal properties of coronal perturbations can be very difficult to
recover from observational data alone and one must look to
forward-modeling in order to guide the interpretation of obser-
vational results. Therefore, an important extension of the present
work would be the generation of synthetic observations, using
forward-modeling techniques, in order to identify spectral signa-
tures of the damping of fundamental mode standing waves and
to assess their reliability in terms of recovering the underlying
physics of this process.
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